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CATHOLIC ORGANIZATION
Father Connolly Discusses
RAY SINATRA'S BAND TO
COUNCIL LEADERS CHOSEN
PLAY FOR JUNIOR-PROM O'Casey's "Within the Gates"
Well Known New York Broadcasting Orchestra
to Furnish Music for February
Social Event
The Junior class has dipped into
its hat and brought forth a sensational surprise in the way of a
dance band for the Junior Promenade. Through the diligent efforts
of Bill Hayward and the committee-

French Drama at
Chalet Is Hailed By

Bostonian Critics

men, Ray Sinatra, of broadcasting

On last Friday evening, January
18th, the Junior Philomatheia Club
and the "Academie Francaise" of
the College presented a "Soiree
Musicale et Theatrale" at the Philomatheia Chalet on Commonwealth
avenue.
Two one-act plays of different
moods were presented, the first,
Andre Theuriet's "Jean-Marie," a
tragedy, the second, Legouve's "La
Cigale
Chez Les Fourmis," a
comedy. Both plays were well received by the audience, which included Mrs. Vincent P. Roberts,
president
of the Philomatheia Club
nation-wide
hook-up.
Company
Boston,
of
Father Louis J. GalSinatra now plays three afternoons
lagher, S.J., President of Boston
beCamay
program,
a week on the
and M. and Mme. Henri
sides giving the musical background College,
representing the French
Bergeron,
to Morton Downey's weekly offer-

name and fame, has been signed up
in place of Billy Lossez's Orchestra, which was previously announced as the choice for the dance.
Ray Sinatra, who is noted for his
unusually distinctive arrangements,
first gained fame as pianist and arranger for Jacques Renard's orchestra when the latter was featured on the Camel program with
Morton Downey and Tony Wons.
After a short time, he left the fold
of Renard and started his own band,
which is now playing four times
weekly on a National Broadcasting

ing.

Sinatra and his Morton Downey
orchestra, as they have come to be
known, has a ten piece band whose
playing of sweet music has caused
much favorable comment among all
those who have heard him. Together
with his own distinctive numbers
Sinatra is now arranging special
versions of the Boston College songs
and will play them for the Juniors
and their guests in a novel manner.
With the orchestra, the Junior
class also wishes to announce that
the charge of $6.50 will also cover
the price of two favors, one for
each person in attendance, the
guests of the evening as well as
their escorts. The committee is a
bit secretive as to the exact nature
of these favors, preferring to give
a surprise, but according to one of
the members, they have worked
very hard on this phase of the affair and are now completely satisfied that the prizes will be most
gladly received by the Class of '36.
While all of these presentations
are distinctly unusual, there will be
still more to delight and surprise
the promenaders in the way of
cuisine. This will be in marked distinction to the usual table d'hote
that is served at a supper dance.
The Junior Promenade, with the
music of Ray Sinatra will go over
the ether waves twice in the course
of the evening of February 8, first
in an earlier part of the evening,
(Continued on Page 4, Col. 6)

Noted Priests to Be
Guests of N. Y. Club
The Rev. Louis J. Gallagher, S.J.,
President of the College, and Rev.
David V. Fitzgerald of St. Joseph's,
Somerville, President of the Alumni,
will be the guests of the New York
Boston College Club at the January
meeting the twenty-third of this
month. The meeting will take the
form of a reception to Father Gallagher and Father Fitzgerald.
The New York Boston College
Club, headed by Alfred J. Bedard,
'23, is one of the most outstanding
and most active of all B. C. Clubs.
The club meets at the Alumni Club
on Central Park South.

government.
A most pleasing feature of the
evening was the playing of Mme.
Gaston Elcus, violinist; Hippolyte
Droeghmans, violin-cellist; Louis
Speyer, haut-bois; and Leo Litwis,
pianist, all of the Boston Symphony

Orchestra.
The cast of "Jean-Marie" included Miss Leona Powers of
Arlington, Mr. John F. Donelan,
'38, of Roxbury, and Mr. Louis F.
V. Mercier, '36, of Cambridge.
Those playing in "La Cigale" were
Miss Helen Cronin, '37, and Miss
Catherine Cuttle, '37, of Emmanuel
College, Mr. Charles A. Donelan,
'38, Mr. Edward A. Supple, Jr., '38,
and Mr. James Condon, '38.
M. Andre deßeauvivier, of the
French Department, arranged the
soiree and directed the two plays.

Fulton Opposes
Increase in the
President's Powers
A decided swing to the right was
noticeable at the meeting of the
Fulton Debating Society last Thursday when the question of permanently increasing the President's
powers was debated. Although in

previous meetings

of

the

Fulton

After considerable debate that
drew nation-wide attention during
the past week, Sean O'Casey's
"Within the Gates" was subjected
to a complete black-listing in Boston. On such a much discussed
subject, it is the duty of every
Catholic college gentleman to understand and appreciate both the
Churches' and the State's stand
upon the matter. No finer outlook
upon the play and its merits, or demerits, might be offered by this
paper than that of the Rev. Terence
L. Connolly, famed Jesuit educator,
and student of contemporary Irish
drama.
When Father Connolly was first
consulted concerning the play he
gave as his opinion that O'Casey
had made use of harlotry as a symbol, to dramatize the futility of organized religion. That opinion has
been challenged by some and ridiculed by others. But it is incontrovertibly corroborated by the words
of O'Casey himself written in the
New York Times on the 28th of last
October: "It is a play written round
life, not from the outside looking in

New President of
Marquette States
Future Policies
Oxford Lectures

Sodality Gives
Long Series of

William F. Ryan, '36, was the
speaker at last week's meeting of
the Senior-Junior Sodality. Continuing the Sodality's discussion of
the Oxford Movement, he talked on
"The Subsequent Renaissance of
Catholicism in England."
"Catholicism," he said, "had
gradually been forced out of England under Elizabeth, when all
Englishmen were required to take
the Oath of Allegiance to Her
Majesty as head of the Church of
Christ. Except during the reigns

of the later Stuarts, Catholicism

The former treasurer of the Marquette Debating Society, Daniel
Hannigan, was elected president of
the Society, Tuesday, Jan. 15. The
election, it was said, is a decided
victory for the Right Wing contingent of the Marquette.
In his inaugural speech Mr. Hannigan stated that he wanted no
wasting of the Society's valuable
time by quibbling over parliamentary procedure.
The other officers elected for the
second term were: Vice President,
John Carey, '37; Treasurer, Robert
Sennott, '37; Secretary, Francis G.
Murphy,
Sergeant-at-Arms,
'37;
Frederick Carmody, '37. The standing committee is composed of William Carpenito, '37; James Mullaney, '37; Leo Coveney, '37; Robert
Brennan, '37, and Theodore Glynn,
'37. In addition various committees

First Pages of Sub Turri
Have Gone to Printers

year,

has worked so successfully in other
colleges that a greater volume of
advertising has resulted. Consequently, with an easier field for advertising, the incentive to the solicitor has become greater. A commission of 15% is paid to any student. The members of the business
staff have found it comparatively
easy to solicit ads with this new
idea, besides of course the usual
advertising in the book itself.
Any student of the college is invited by the year book staff to see
the Business Manager in the Sub
Turri office T312 any day at 1:30.
He will furnish advertising blanks
and any survey data that would be
helpful to a student wishing to earn
money while attending school. Boston is such a fertile field for advertising that it is felt that the student who wishes to avail himself of

these opportunities will find it
paying proposition.

State Divided into Central Council, Regions
and Districts; Juniors Selected
to Fill Major Posts
Library Presents
Novel Display of
Interesting Books
This week the Library presents
interesting display of books
about books.
Not only do these
volumes tell the history of books,
but give valuable information concerning books from different standpoints. Included in these are seven
volumes of "The Bookworm," an
illustrated treasury of old-time
literature. The author of "A Handy-book about Books" for book
lovers, buyers and sellers, realizing
his great task in undertaking such
a work, said, "attempted by" John
Power.
Two Interesting Books
There are two volumes about
burned books by Charles Ripley
Gillett telling of the neglected
chapters in British history and litan

erature.

steadily dwindled under a burden of
heavy taxation and severe penal
laws. At the beginning of the nineteenth century, only a few laborers,
some remote farmers, and a handful of gentry constituted the Cathowere appointed.
lic Church in England."

the members of the colThe first installment of the 1935
lege's major forensic organization
have given evidence by their vote Sub Turri comprising seventy-six
that in the main they approved of
pages, went to the Du Bois Press in
President Roosevelt's New Deal, at
last week's regular meeting the Ful- Rochester during the Christmas
ton, by an overwhelmingly large vacation. While the editorial staff
majority, placed itself on record as continues in its earnest endeavor to
being opposed to any substantial produce a book that surpasses all
increase in the President's power Sub Turris of the past, and an
as a permanent national policy.
early edition, the long-awaited news
The question discussed before the of the business department concernFulton was, Resolved: that the ing its campaign is disclosed to the
powers of the President should be student body.
substantially increased as a settled
Inaugurating a new idea in year
The affirmative was de- book advertising, the Sub Turri this
policy.
fended by Mr. Walter Sullivan, '35, year is making use of the board adand Mr. James McLaughlin, '35. vertising. The board that holds the
Mr. Thomas O'Brien, '35, and Mr. ad can be seen daily in the lunch
William Greenler, '35, upheld the room, observed by the undergraduates as well as the members of the
negative.
graduate school. Hence the field
Not only in the vote on the merits of the question did the house, for year book advertising is exby a vote of twenty-six to three, tended to more than usual proporfavor the negative of the resolution tions for a greater advertising
(Continued on Page 3, Col. 2)
value for the advertiser. This plan
this

but from the inside looking out.
It shows organized religion, goodnatured and well-intentioned, unable to find a word or invent an action that will give to life the help
it needs." (Italics ours.)
What more do we need? We
know O'Casey and what he has always stood for. We have the play
and its obvious meaning. If that
is not enough we have the odious
interpretation given it by O'Casey
himself. If the play needs any further condemnation it has it abundantly in the sentiments and language of those who have voiced
their displeasure at the banning of
it from Boston. Notwithstanding
the cries of prudishness, ignorance
and mid-Victorianism raised by
young people and professors in colleges where there is little or no religious teaching, and where the
philosophy taught is based upon
some sort of Relativism, there are
still some people who are satisfied
to forego the liberty and frankness,
so-called, that must be purchased
at the price of prostitution whether
it be in life or in art.

Worthwhile Display
Books of different countries and
studies of rare books are offered.
Some old as well as new volumes
tell of bookbinding since its first
stages.
Set amid these large volumes in the show case are two very
old books, "Bibliotheca Hibernicana"
or a descriptive catalogue of a
select Irish library collected for the
Right Hon. Robert Peil in 1823.
And the other, first published in
1807, is "Bibliomania" or book
madness containing some account of
the history, symptoms and cure of
this fatal disease of the Rev.
Thomas Trognell Dibdin.
Added to these various volumes
are books about Caxton and the
Bible. The whole display is very
worthwhile and interesting.

Incentive Given
Sophomores for

Scholastic Work
To stimulate the interest of the
literary and
Sophomores along

scholastic lines, the officers of the
class have determined to offer cash
prizes to the members of the class
who show the greatest aptitude
along these lines.
Ten Dollar Prize

In connection with the Council of
Catholic Organizations under the
direction of Rev. Eussel M. Sullivan,
S.J., the following central, regional
and district leaders, together with
their areas and assigned duties, has
been published.
The Boston College Council of
Catholic Organizations will consist
of a Central Council for this section of Massachusetts, a Regional
Council for the regional areas of
this section of Massachusetts, and a
District Council for the various
divisions of the various regional
areas of this section of Massachusetts.

The Central Council will consist
members to each of
whom will be assigned one of the
of twenty-six

following:
1. Boston
17. Medford
(7 members) 18. Newton
8. Brockton
19. Norwood
9. Brookline
20. Peabody
10. Cambridge
21. Quincy
11. Chelsea
22. Salem
12. Haverhill
23. Somerville

13. Lawrence
Lowell

14.
15.
16.

Lynn

24.
25.
26.

Wakefield
Waltham
Weymouth

Maiden
As far as possible a member of
the Senior Class will act as chairman of these Regional Councils.
Since the work of organizing will
be the principal work of the first
half of 1935, for the remainder of
this year a member of the Junior
Class will act as chairman of these
Regional Councils and will continue
as such in his senior year.
The Regional Council will consist
of a number of men equal to the
number of districts into which the
region will be divided.
As far as possible a member of
the Junior Class will act as chairman of these District Councils.
Similar Central, Regional and
District Councils will be formed
among the various Catholic Statewide organizations, the chairmen of
which will act together in undertaking any work.
An alumnus of Boston College
will be chosen to act as adviser to
the student member of the Central
or a Regional or District Council.
While the student members of the
various councils will be changed
each year, these alumni advisers, as
far as can be, will be permanent.
The District Councils will endeavor to obtain Block Leaders
(Continued on Page 4, Col. 5)

start with, a prize of ten
dollars will be awarded to the Sophomore who attains the highest average in the mid-year examinations.
This award will be made as soon
as the final tabulations of the exam
marks have been announced by the
Dean of Sophomore, Rev. Robert
The initial appearance of the
E. Sheridan, S.J.
Boston College Glee Club for the
current musical season will take
Other Prizes
To

Glee Club in First
Appearance of Year

In addition to this initial award
there will also be other prizes sponsored by the class for sophomores
later. Among these will be a prize
for the best literary contribution of
a sophomore to the Stylus; a series
of prizes for the outstanding orators in sophomore to be chosen in
a sophomore oratorical contest, and
a prize of tickets for the Sophomore
Prom to those sophomores who are
a voted the best performers at the

sophomore banquet.

place on next Sunday afternoon at

1.00 o'clock as guests of the Catholic Truth Period. Mr. James
Ecker, Director of Music at Boston
College, will direct the programme
which is to consist of sacred music.
Albert Gianelli, President of the
Boston College Musical Association,
has announced a tentative whist and
beano party to help finance the annual trip of the Musical Clubs to
New York.
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Edward J. O'Brien, '35, Editor-in-Chief

Joseph E. Donovan, Jr., '35, Managing Editor
C. Henry Murphy, '35, News Editor

Steven Fleming, '35, Feature Editor
William A. Kean, '35, Sports Editor
William H. G. Giblin, '35, Business Manager
John J. Murphy, '35, Treasurer
Edward L. Fitzmaurice, '35, Circulation Manager
News and Features Staff
Daniel G. Holland, '35
Walter L. Banks, '36
Robert Chamberlain. '30
Joseph A. Clarke, '36
William J. Collins, '36
Robert V. Condon. '36
Joseph L. FitzGerald, '36
T Guy Gardner '36
James H. Mclnerney, '36
Louis F. V. Mercier, '36
John F. Paget,'36

Paul V. Power, '36
Edward R. Ahearn, '37
William R. Anderson, '37
Charles C. Butler, '37
Leo J. Coveney, 37
William J. Coyne, '37
John F. Donelan. '37
Walter A. Hamilton,' 37
Joseph R. McCurdy, '37
C. Hilaire Ouimet, '37
Thomas A. Saint, '37

Charles J. Boodro, '38
Martin F. Carey, '38
Henry L. Dillon. '38
Edward F. Hines, 38
Philip J. Marco, 38
Joseph W. McCarthy, 38
George W. Maiback. '38
Laurence S. Mullin, 38
Walter G. O'Brien, '38
Robert D. Power. '38
Richard Stanton. 38

Sports Staff
George Goodwin, '30
George Underwood, '37
Stephen E. Hart, '36

Robert C. Callahan. '38
James C. Casey, 38

William Hayward, '36
Charles A. larrobino, '37
Paul Rooney, '37

Cerebral chop suey: Junior Week
into form with Communion Breakfast, hockey game,
Smoker and the Promenade finale
practically ready for the opening
bell . . . Bill Hayward and his Prom
squad particularly fortunate in
bringing Ray Sinatra over from
New York . this maestro and his
music makers play four times
weekly over a nation-wide hook-up
. . . Joe Mitchell's "Dance of the
Scientists" next Friday nite at the
Auburndale Club . . the B. S. men
doing the business and invite every-

rounding

.

.

.

one.

Business Staff

?T?

Cakes and Ale
Steven Fleming

by Eddie

O'Brien

ceiving mail in class (especially
pale pink envelopes) .
there was
only one thing to do, and it was
.

.

forthwith done
Sub Turri asking payments from those intending
to purchase the book, as they must
have funds with which to transact
Recalling my own experiences
business . . . it'll be easier for them
and attempting to attribute reasons
and easier for you.
for my various failures and inexact?T?
itudes, I find that I have had great
C. Henry Murphy and George trouble in fitting the specific case to
Murphy (no relation) both given a the general rule to which it properly
senatorial air of distinction by the belonged, that I have at times comsuggestion of gray hair
George pletely misunderstood the work
Goodwin's collar versus shirt ver- being judged, that I have been far
sus tie pattern will brighten the too lax at times and again far too
corner where you are
last Mon- severe on other occasions, that I
day the stripes ran in many direc- have been quite stupid as far as
tions, giving the effect of an ani- properly interpreting my facts is
. Herb Kenny, concerned.
mated pin-wheel
last year's "Tabloid," and Frank
But the most insidious danger lies
Farenkopf dropped in last Monday in the varying norm.
It is a
nite, but didn't bother us much . .
dangerous error to fall into because,
Kenny still vehemently maintaining as one does not usually measure
that he has a Christmas present for one's rule before starting out surme.
veying, neither does one bother
?T?
very often to see whether one's norm
a poem or a symphony
The Normandie Ballroom blos- of judging
soming forth with a new "name is correct, fitting or normal.
Thus, with the insouciance of
Band" program
a new band
youth,
one might decide in a reverie
each week, and every one an outfit
of note . Ted Black now playing, what the great American novel
with the old favorite Emerson Gill ought to be, and against the dimencoming tomorrow for the remainder sions of this ideal weigh a concrete
of the week (yea, and Marion Mann, book with the precision and severity
too) . . . been quite some time since that should properly be used in
we've had the opportunity to hear applying rules of grammar and
such bands . . . and there are others sentence structure. It is faulty and
such as Marshall Van Pool and unfair to expect the elevation and
dignity of Shakesperean tragedy at
Felix Ferdinando.
its
purity, from say "Goodby, Mr.
?T?
Chips."
Not merely because, in
C. Henry Murphy and his stooges, composing this pamphlet, the author
John
"Apple" Paget and Bill had no intention of writing anything
"Jack" Collins, went sleighing last like Hamlet but also because a
Friday nite . . . raised general critic
has no right to insist upon
havoc, and positively disgusted the transcendental translucence in the
horse
. Fleming now puffing on books he reviews.
ivory tipped butts
if all the
A book has to be pretty primitive
coffee spilled per day in the lunch- and juvenile before we can attack
room per clay were not, there would
it with the ruthless formality of the
be a far sunnier atmosphere presyllogism, comparing a concept of
vailing therein and an appreciable
what should be with a knowledge of
decline in the cleansing and press- what is. When
a book is so poor
ing business would result
.
but that one has to go to some pains
the former contingency is by far the to discover whether it is merely
more important, because there's good, one can be sure that the book
nothing quite so disconcerting as a is not
worth the judgment one is to
cup of coffee down the back of one's pronounce upon it. The immature
neck.
mind likes this method of judging.
It likes sweeping conclusions and
Neophytes are
utter
universals.
Excuses for oversleeping and
in finding out whether
interested
missing eight o'clock classes are
this poem under the microscope is
being done away with at Ohio Unireally a poem or not and they are
versity. Four band members will
forever searching for a foolproof
play reveille from the library steps
formula for a poem.
to arouse late sleepers.
Then there is the method which
follows the system of the physicists.
Here is another type of insurance. One takes a mean of achievement
Students insure themselves against from one's knowledge of the books
being called on in class at St.
one likes, or all literature, or conThomas College, Minnesota. The temporary literature, or the previfee is twenty-five cents.
ous works of the author or of his
school. Then one examines the
Tsk. Tsk. Two co-eds at Alle- work in question to see how it comgheny College were punished for pares relative to this norm.
walking to and from church with
Finally, one may imitate the
male escorts.
economist and seek a trend from the
works of the author or of his age,
praising
or condemning him inasThe oldest university in South
America is the University of San much as he changes or perpetuates
Marcos in Lima, Peru, founded in this tendency.
There are thus countless possi1551.
bilities for norms of criticism. I
do not think that any critic would
No one has yet cut the course on
consistently
appreciation of rare wines and stick to one of them
consciously chose to, havunless
he
liquors at the University of Paris,
ing adverted to the differences beaccording to the latest reports.
tween them beforehand. Perhaps
e
he had a good night's sleep or he
At Creighton University the law has a heavy cold or the last time
student who makes the dumbest remark in class is allowed to wear the
class Brown Derby.
.

.

.

.

.

Richard F. Dillon. '37

Edward J. Power, '37

Paul J. McManus, '37
I. Joseph Vaas, '37

John J King '36
Richard M. Kelly, 3i

Ted Galligan's B. C. Independent
basketball outfit next Friday nite at
attended the Met
St. Anselm's .
last Friday evening with Phil Couhig, Ben Moynahan, J. Curran and
Ed Furbush, the usher spotting
Phil and advising us to take loges,
where there's more room . . . Joe
Donovan snowballed almost completely out of focus last week
so huge and numerous were the pellets that J. could see but one course
of action, hardly chivalric but none
the less unique, so he took it; last
seen ringing doorbells and entreating bewildered householders to
shelter him from the temporary
.
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BALLOTS

or no, can be given. If one were to
attempt a positive reply to all of
these questions, presuming
of
course sufficient knowledge of the
subjects as well as sincerity, the
qualifications would be too numerous to allow definite answer in less
than fifty words.
Although these inquiries into the
mind of the college student may
give the viewpoint of the pacifist
and set forth the opinions of those
who are militarily inclined, yet
there are some whose course takes
them down the middle road; hating
war, yet despising the attitude of
the habitual peace-seeker who
would rather be stepped on than retaliate.
It is also good to remember that
such a discussion took place in the
Oxford Union, in no less a year
than 1913 when the students of that
University overwhelmingly voted in
favor of complete pacifism, much to
the horror of the patriarchal patriots of Great Britain. Yet within a
year they were, almost to a man,
fighting in Flanders fields in a war
that was afterwards termed the
war to end war.
hardly any possible reply of yes,
W. J. C, '36.

WHEN

final vote of the
Literary Digest poll has been
tabulated, there will, of course,
arise in our midst those bewailers
of the degeneracy of present day
youth who will rant and rave in a
highly emotional fashion, over the
surprisingly large total of votes
cast in favor of complete Pacifism.
Among the college students of
today there is, no doubt, quite an
organized group who decry Militarism in any form, and who go so
far as to claim that they will not
bear arms, even in the face of an
armed invasion. This is the group
whose vehemence has caused the
large amount of publicity that such
a declaration brings forth. Yet,
when the collegiate ballots have
been counted, their value will be
but little in offering any new light
on the subject. The questionnaire
itself is enshrouded in such language that practically every answer
will admit of distinction, and
the

.

.

.

storm.

?T?
To the editresses of the "Regis
Herald," who ask us in their exchange column how we can publish a paper while we sleep on
schedule,

we merely
say, "We
don't!"
it can't be done .
newspaper work is just naturally
somnifugous . . . (mean thing to
say about it, but nevertheless true)
. . . and since this is your first year
of publishing, let us proffer some
friendly advice, to wit: Forget all
about sleep! As quickly as possible get acclimated to a befuddled
existence, heavy eyelids and midnight hamburgers.
?T?
Walter Kiley's recent paragraphs
anent Frank McCrehan remind of a
couple of the "Silver Fox's" favor"Pszenny for your
.
ites .
thoughts" . . . also his pet Latin
proverb, "Sum; esse; fooey!" .
Jack Flynn definitely cured of re...

.

FAREWELL

TO

.

FINALS

writer in America, principles in back of it seen in the
discussing the subject of final light of all the facts. In other
words, a careful repetition of the
and mid-year examinations is only
term's matter leads the student to
one of many who at this season a knowledge
of the course much
questions the worth of such collegi- more objective and mature
than he
ate tests. Without taking sides on had while studying its separate
the question (on which we are not parts.
an authority), it seems to us that
It is here that the final examithe writer of the article loses sight nation has its place. Such an exof one aspect of the mid-year or amination, to be met successfully,
final examination which gives it a forces the student to review the
place of distinct advantage in the whole course. In so doing, if he is
college curriculum, the attitude of at all mentally alert, he will invarithe student to the contrary notwith- ably clear up many things that
standing.
were hazy in his mind; principles
In any course of study, the ma- in back of disparate facts will begin
terial treated does not consist in to stand out more prominently; he
a series of uncorrected facts or will master the subject, not merely
theories. The course is taken in memorize hitherto uncorrected
parts and the factual knowledge is parts of it.
And the final examgarnered slowly over a period of ination, worth its salt, will demand
several months, suited to the ca- such a mastery.
pacity of the average student. But
Of course there will always be
to have a proper perspective of the the student wail about overwork
course and all the parts that go to and loss of sleep during exams.
make up that particular branch of But we think that there will not
study, that branch must sooner or soon be a farewell to finals.
later be studied as a whole, the
T. D., '35.

A

.

.

.

NO

.

RECENT

The sympathy of the faculty and student body is extended to
George Mahoney, '36; Jeremiah Mahoney, '21; John J. Mahoney, '29; on
the death of their father and to Thomas A. Barry, '32, on the death
of his father.

Notes of Exchange
By

Bill Collins

Here is a little ditty which is a
contribution of the Buffalo Bee.
We dedicate this to the "Bugs"
Seminar.
A bunch of germs were hitting it
up

In the bronchial saloon,
Two bugs on the edge of the
larynx

Were jazzing a rag-time tune.
While back of the teeth in a solo
game

Sat Dangerous Dan Kerchoo
And watching his pulse was his
light of love,
The lady that's known as the
"Flu."
*

*

*

And then there is the student
who says that Chinamen ought to
make good debaters, since tong
wars are right in their line.
*

*

*

Vassar was founded by a brewer
who wanted to see if women could
really be educated. He still doesn't
know. He is dead.

T T SOMETIMES happens that a
judge on the bench or a critic
at the typewriter may make every
effort to be sincere and just to the
criminal or author whom he is
judging, may have no conscious
suspicion at the time of doing injustice and yet, hours or months
afterwards when it is too late to
retract the damage, find out that
he has been objectively, regrettably,
and undeniably unfair to the subject
of his thought.
\u25a0*-
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Mr. Driscoll and Mr. Provenzano
again taking the honors.
There seems to be an obvious
contrast between the productions of
the first and second night; a contrast which is much to the credit
of the actors and to the great discredit of a certain element in the
college. On Tuesday, the actors
paid a material compliment to themselves which I would like to make
formal now: It demands character
to suffer such molestation and do
such a fine job as they did. On the
other hand, it is to the eternal discredit of those imbeciles who simply must cut up wherever they go
that they should have prevented the
cast from doing justice to themselves on both evenings.
With sincere wishes for the furtherance of the drama at Boston
College, I am
Very sincerely yours,

STEVEN FLEMING.
he went out to tea, the poet's wife
spilled a pint of hot water down his
back. All these things, and others
quite as silly might modify his
point of view without his knowing
it; influencing him to choose a norm
more or less receptive and fitting.
In order to insure perfect objectivity in one's criticism, one ought
to make up one's mind, before one
starts to write, in regard to what
standard one is going to use. By
way of preamble to one's critical
remarks, it would be well if one always included some hint as to what
norm one was planning to use. An
author has the right to know. Uncomplimentary findings from a high
standard tend to pay a compliment
to a writer. Exaggeratedly favorable remarks when they proceed
from a slipshod standard might be
rightly construed as a delicate
affront. An attempt to divide the
works one is reviewing into various
types or categories and select a constant norm for judging that particular type of work would do
immeasurable good towards keeping
criticism objective. But the greatest
advantages a critic can have are an
earnest desire to be fair, a mind so
open that it can recognize its own
mistakes, and a fervent wish to discover the causes of its errors so
that it may guard against them in
the future.

01) JOE
REICHM AN
and His Orchestra

SUPPER DANCING

*

*

IN THE SALLE
MODERNE

Thursdays, Fridays and
Saturdays. Cover $1.00
?

*

PLYMOUTH

this tie the brothers and sisters of the
Dionne quintuplets."

?

Seats

*

got

porting cast improved accordingly,

*

Campus co-eds have nothing on
the one-eyed man who wanted a
*
*
second glass eye "slightly blood shot
The Carnegie Tartan says that for the morning after."
*
*
*
all men may be born equal, but it
is what they equal later that counts.
quotation
A
from Chesterton,
*
*
"Christianity has not failed; it has
\u2666
yet to be tried."
*
?
?
First Stude: "Are you a professor?"
A little simile. "As forgotten as

Second Stude: "No, I
in a raffle."

To the Editor of The Heights:
Dear Sir:
In commenting upon Tuesday
evening's performance of "Journey's End," I would not care to be
understood as reproving Mr. Merger's criticism of Monday's presentation. As far as I can make out,
his statement upon the actual calibre of the acting and, in seeking a
cause, far from ignoring the influence of the disturbances in the gallery, he explicitly stated that under
the circumstances "the players did
a very creditable job of an extremely difficult assignment." This
was strictly in accord with justice.
On the second evening, when I
saw the play, Mr. Mercier's allowance for these distractions seemed
more than vindicated. Mr. Herlihy
speedily warmed to his role and
gave us a tense and unforgettable
rendering of his part. The sup-

DINNER DANCING

Now Playing

Now

IN THE MAIN
DINING ROOM

BERT LYTELL
in A

Play

About the Jesuits

"THE FIRST LEGION"
Eves.

55c to $2.20-Tuurs.
Mats. 55c to $1.65

&

Sat.

Special Attention Given to Boston
College Theatre Parlies. Call
HANcock 4520

g
-i

Every night except Sunday
Dinners from $1.75
Also

a

la Carte
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Fulton Discusses the

Sodality Schedule

President's ...Powers

for Second Half
Is Published

THRU THE
EAGLE'S EYE

(Continued from Page 1, Col. 2)
before it, but the Fulton also by
a vote of nineteen to six decided

Commencing the second half of
the most interesting and complete
program of activity it has had in
recent years, the Senior Sodality
presents the schedule of the late
winter and early spring discussions
which has just been released by the
moderator, Rev. Michael J. Harding,
S.J. The present series of lectures
has been divided into two main topics of paramount importance, "Communism on Parade" and "Persecution of the Catholic Church in Mexico."
During the winter the entire
growth and development of Communism will be covered and will
finally be concluded by an illustrated lecture on the Communistic
riots in Spain by an actual eyewitness of the scenes, the Rev Joseph J. Kelley, S.J., of Weston College. The early spring discussions
on the persecutions mark the close
of a season, which in its first half,
on Christian Science and the Oxford Movement, was most profitable

By BILL Kean

that the negative had been more
capably defended in the debate itself.
Mr. Sullivan and Mr. McLaughlin
based their plea for more presidential powers on the idea that progress had destroyed the efficacy of
the traditional checks and balances
which are the keystones of the federal constitution. Satirical references to Congress were made, and
the affirmative seriously doubted the
efficiency and intellectual calibre of
large legislative bodies. The negative retorted to this line of argument that democracy was just as
necessary now as it ever was, and
that human nature was so constituted as to need a representative

preened and primped for the current season, the
1935 Eagle track forces make their bow at the Boston Garden next
Saturday evening. The occasion is the annual Knights of Columbus
indoor meet which in recent years has been one of the highspots of the
winter season in Boston. The Casey games regularly attract a brilliant group of collegians as well as numerous club stars throughout the
East. A cursory glance down the list of entrants indicates that this
year's meet is well up to standard in the quality of the contestants.
Sharing the spotlight with the Harvard-Holy Cross relay event is the
triangular offering in which the Maroon and Gold one mile quartet is
Their plumage

pitted against New York University and Syracuse. Don McKee, Ben
Hines, Jack Downey and John Powers will carry the colors for Boston
College in the two-mile event.
Much is expected of the one mile team headed by Captain
Johnny Joyce who has decided to pass up the dashes wherein
he cut an impressive figure with his running mate of the past

government.
During- the course of the open
forum following the regular debate,

Mr. Paul V. Power, '36, was inter-

The program on Communism
follows:
1) Feb. 6? Liberalism and Individualistic Capitalism, Thomas A.
Keane, '36.
2) Feb 13? Karl Marx and Frederick Engels, James M. Mullen, '35.
3) Feb. 20? Russian Revolution
in 1917, Joseph E. King, '36.
4) Feb. 27? Threat of Communism in America Today, Donald V.
Shannon, '35.
5) Mar. 6? Folk/ of Communism
beneath the Mask of Fine Promise,
William J. Fitzsimmons, '35.
6) Mar. 13 Catholic Doctrines
of Social Justice, John J. Reagan,

27? P lutarco

1) Mar.

Calles: Man

or

Elias
Maniac, C. Donald

Floyd, '36.
2) Apr.

3? Woodrow Wilson's
Contribution to the Persecution, Anthony P. Flynn, '36.

3) Apr. 10? Persecution of 1927,
John J. Norton, '36.
4) Apr. 16? Behind the Persecution: Greed, Patrick J. Barrett, '35.
5) Apr. 24? Persecutions at Present Time, Lawrence J. Riley, '36.
6) May I? America's Attitude
towards Mexican Situation, Daniel
'35.
J. Shea, '36.
7) Mar. 20? Illustrated Lecture
With the rapid growth of these
of Communistic Riots in Spain.
vital evils, such a series of lectures
The program on the persecutions merit the generous suppoi't of the
upper-classmen.
follows:
?

one

mile

Jack Ryder who believes that in Cady, Cox, Gill and King he
has the finest freshman group in many years. This Eaglet
unit is expected to better the record of last year's freshman
quartet which brought an intercollegiate championship back

Election of officers for the second

as

Mention of the

team immediately calls to mind the capable freshman quartet
which ran all over the boards last Saturday night at the "Y"
games to confirm the prophecy made earlier this season by

semester will be held at tomorrow's
meeting of the Fulton, the last of
is
the current semester.

Program

McManus.

season, ex-captain Johnny

rogated by several members of the
society as to his concept of a "good
Democrat." Mr. Henry G. Beauregard, '36, also delivered an impassioned address in which he defended
his support of the policies of the
Republican party.

and interesting.

I
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to the Heights from New York.
ENTER BASKETBALL

While the hockey team continues inactive until next Tuesday evening, the Maroon and Gold independent basketball team will trip to
Manchester Friday night to engage the Blue Jay quintet from St.
Anselm's. Captain Ted Galligan's efforts towards building up a representative schedule have not gone altogether unrewarded, and the
prospect of a Boston College basketball team is brighter than ever.
Basketball is even now passing through the experimental stage, with
the excellent example of hockey serving as a guide post on its way.
If the past policy of the Athletic Association may be considered as an
indication of the course which athletics will take at University Heights
in the future, it is safe to say that basketball will be recognized officially whenever it appears that Boston College can support the sport.
It might be well to say in passing that the authorities at
the Heights have cooperated in every possible way towards
making hockey a representative sport at B. C. It must be
remembered, however, that the success or failure of the programme outlined to date is essentially a two way proposition.
The student body must support the team, as it surely will, if it
is sincere in its desire to see Boston College represented in
every branch of sport.

Normandie Ballroom

\u25a0

Washington

St., Next

New Keith Theatre

to

THE BOSTON COLLEGE CAFETERIA

DANCING EVERY EVENING
Featuring Nationally Famous Orchestras
This Week Thursday

-

Ireland may have its sweepstakes,
Monte Carlo its roulette wheels, and
the Chinese their lotteries, but to
Heightsmen on Monday nights the
most exciting gambling venture is
the grand drawing to secure places
in the one available automobile for
a ride home.
The Heights' scribblers' problem
of returning homeward to their
turned down beds and anxious
mothers might be comparatively
simple if they lived somewhere in
the same town, or at least in the
same county, but they all seem to
have an uncanny knack of residing
in separate, far-flung corners of the

21st has finally been
chosen as the date for the annual
sophomore banquet, an affair which
promises to be an enjoyable event
of the sophomore season.
John Conlon and John McNulty
have been chosen as co-chairmen
of the evening by Richard M. Kelly,
the President of the Class. The
committee, which will be announced
soon, has much work to do in order
to plan for the evening.
Present plans call for an entertainment to start immediately following the close of class on Thursday. The meal will be served at
about 6 o'clock, and from then on
till late in the evening merriment
will prevail, with the different members of the sophomore class holding

February

state.

the stage.
Unless some new plan is made,
all entertainment will be furnished
by class talent with no outsiders.
Each sophomore section will hold
forth for a given period, in which
the members are to entertain the
whole gathering. As an added incentive to the preparation of worthwhile performances, the class will
offer prizes of a ticket to the sophomore prom to the representatives
of sophomore who are voted as the
best entertainers of the evening.

The seat holders for the prospective ride from Congress Street in
the grey dawning are chosen by The
Edward J. O'Brien Method of Determining Who's Who and Why
("Fairness to all, and Erin Go
Bragh").
Paper slips numbered
from one to ten are placed in a hat
(there are any number of large,
somewhat grimy hats to be found at
Grimes', without a single thought
in the whole bunch), and the pale,
shivering youths approach in single
file to select their numbers.
A
crack about Take a Number from
One to Ten would go well here, but
it doesn't seem to work in somehow.
There are five seats in the car,
and the lucky ones, probably the
same tattle-tales back in the second
grade who used to get the best
presents out of their Crackerjack
boxes, picking from one to five,
ride. The others walk home, dodging milk wagons, and muttering
softly under their breath.

Seniors are requested to return their proofs to the Vantine studios, within the next
two weeks. The printer is unable to do the Senior section
until he has received the
necessary engravings, which
means that the glossy has to
be received from the photographer to be sent to the engraver immediately.

.

.
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Almost

a

million

men are now wearing

Howard Clothes
It is only natural that we should be proud
and appreciative of this proven public preference for our product.
And right now
flouting the faces
.

with flagrant claims
of the public it is well to
.

.

remember that brand new clothes are preferable to picked over left over garments
that a standard and steady year 'round price
is more sensible than a juggled up and down
price.
.

Under management of

Friday and Saturday

EMERSON GILL

Sophomores to Hold
Heightsmen's Seats
Annual Banquet
Assigned by Fate
On February 21

and his orchestra

ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION

with Marion Mann in songs
and his Texas Rangers entertaining
15
Musicians
15
Marshall Van Pool
Next Week

Fine Foods

?

Reasonable Prices

.

.

Your unrestricted Choice of any
Howard Garment

All One Price
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MID-YEAR EXAMINATION SCHEDULE
January 28

SENIOR CLASS
January 25
Physics (8.5.)
Sociology
Biology (Pre-Med.)

Tlo
°

5302
T303
Sll7

Journalism
Law

Adv. Organic Chem.

Sll4

T2Ol
5302

Pedagogy
Biology (8.5.)
January 28

Calculus
Economics

T303

English

T2OB

French
Government

Tll7
T214

History

T217

TlOO

Sll4

Organic Chem.

S2OB

Quant. Chem.

TlO2

31

Biology Lab.
B.S. (Chemistry)
T217

Physical Chem.
Vector Anal.

SlO2

Colloid Chem.

SlO2

B.S.

Ph.B.
A.B.
B.S.

Evidences

January

Physics (A.8.-8.5.)
Biology (8.5.)
January 28
Greek (Section A)
Greek (Section B)
Economics (Ph.B.)
Diff. Equations
January 29
Biology (Pre-Med.)
Lab.
January 30
Accounting

Sections

A-B-F
H
D
G

5202

Sll4
T317
in Biology

T207

Calculus
Economics

T303

English
French
History

T2OB
Tll7
T214
T217

Latin

Sll4

TlOO

Government
Organic Chem.
January 31
Colloid Chemistry
Sociology (Ph.B.)
February 1

S2OB
SlO2
T2OB

Evidences
All classes
Regular classrooms
SOPHOMORE CLASS
January 25

(Friday)

A.B. Latin
B.S. Physics
Ph.B.

Physics

The

Garden Restaurant
and

Cafeteria
"Like Eating at Home"
Beer on draught
Open from 6 A. M. to

12 Midnight

1916-18 Beacon Street
At Cleveland Circle

AT

T3O
AND

H3O
"

EVERY
NIGHT

The biggest and best Floor
Show in Boston goes on at

THE CASCADES

T305
SlO2
L2
L3

A-B-H
D-E-F-G
C

Room S8
Room S4
Room LI

A-B-C-Ph.B
D-E-F-G-H
Sections A-B-C-G-H

Room SE
Room S4
Room S4
D-E-F
Room S?
Ph.B.-B.S.
Room S£
Sections A-B-H
Room S£
D-E-F-G
Room S4
C
Room LI
FRESHMAN CLASS

January 25

(Friday)
A.B. Latin
B.S. Physics
Ph.B. Free
January 28 (Monday)
A.B. Mathematics

B.S. Mathematics
Ph.B. Mathematics

K-L
Room T207
8.5.-Ph.B.-J
Room T305
C-E-H
Room 5302
Regular classrooms
Sections A-K
Room SlO2
C-D-E
Room Sll7
B-F-G
Room 5202
J-H
Room 5302
L-8.5.-Ph.B Room T305
Sections A-B-C
Room S2OB
D-E-F
Room T2Ol
G-H-J-K
Room TlOO
L-8.5.-Ph.B.
Room Sll7
Regular classrooms
Room T315
Room Sll4
PHYSICS EXAMINATION
ROOMS
The following are in S8:
Senior Bs.
Junior Bs.
Sophomore Bs.
Junior CAB.
The following are in S4:
Freshman Bs.
Sophomore Ph.B.
The following are in:

FATHER SULLIVAN JESUIT PLAY
ANNOUNCES AIDS
AT PLYMOUTH
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 6)
who will guarantee to contact all

residents of the block in question.
To avoid the impression that
some might get, sc. that this organization has ulterior motives, whether
political, charitable or social, each
member of the Central, Regional
and District Councils as well as all
Block Leaders who are accepted,
will sign a pledge promising not to
use this organization or permit it
to be used for purely political,
charitable or social purposes.
Furthermore, each Block Leader

must promise never to begin any
work in the block assigned to him
or her without explicit permission
from the District Leader. The DisPh.B. Chemistry
trict Leader will never grant such
January 30 (Wednesday)
a permission to the Block Leader
A.B. Modern Language
without receiving explicit permisB.S. Modern Language
Modern
sion from the Regional Leader to do
Language
Ph.B.
All Spanish and German in
so. The Regional Leader will not
grant such a permission to the
Room T202
District Leader without receiving
January 31 (Thursday)
permission from the Central CounA.B. Religion
cil. The Central Council will not
B.S. Religion
Junior
grant such a permission to the
Ph.B. Religion
Junior 8?5217
Regional Leader without receiving
February 1 (Friday)
Junior D?S2OB
permission from the Authorities of
A.B. English
B.S. English
Late-comers will be admitted to the Boston College.
Ph.B. English
examinations, but they will be given
Each permission will be given in
Regular classrooms
no extra time to make up the lost writing and should be carefully
Sections F-G
Room T2Ol matter of the examination.
preserved by all concerned.
January 29 (Tuesday)
A.B. Greek
B.S. Chemistry

TO

MUCH

Fifteenth Floor, Hotel Bradford

Room
Room
Room
Room

GREEK
Sections

S2OB

T2Ol
T207

Room LI
Room 5202

C
E

Sll7

5302

S8

LATIN

TlOO

JUNIOR CLASS
25

S8

Ph.B. History
February 1 (Friday)
A.B. English
B.S. English
Ph.B. English

Sll4

(A)
(B)

S8

(Thursday)
History
History

February 1

Psychology
Psychology

Mathematics

January 31

TlOO

January

T3OB

T207

(A)
(B)
January 30
Accounting

Latin

SlO2

Sll7

January 29

Ethics
Ethics

A.B. Greek
B.S. Qual. Chemistry
Ph.B. History (5)
January 29 (Tuesday)
A.B. General Chemistry
B.S. (Biology)
Biology

Mathematics
(Physics)
T217
Ph.B. Free
January 30 (Wednesday)
A.B. Evidences
B.S. Evidences
T2Ol

TlOO
Sll7

Evidences (A)
Evidences (B)

Sections

(Monday)

January 23, 1935

NO COVER CHARGE

There is a great deal of interest
Catholic theatregoers, particularly at Boston College High
and Boston College, in the play
about the Jesuits, "The First
Legion,"
now playing
at
the
Plymouth Theatre. The
engagement is limited to two weeks. Bert
Lytell is the star and Emmet Lavery the author of the piece. One
of the remarkable things about "The
First Legion" is the fact that though
it was written by a Catholic, the director, Anthony Brown, and the entire cast are not of that faith. All
the more credit, therefore, is due
the direction and the acting, since
it is hard to pick flaws as far as deamong

tail is concerned.

Junior-Prom Plans
Undergo Changes
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 1)
and then at a later period, most
probably after midnight, when the
Class of '36 will have its prome-

nade.

Whether by actual count or other-

wise, it has been determined that

the men students at the University
of Wisconsin use 4,500 towels per
week within the confines of the
university gymnasium.

